
Available as long as supplies last
Promotion prices valid until 30.11.19

MONTHLY OFFER - OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2019
Wood splitting hammer ‘Ultratec’
3 kg - fi berglass handle 90 cm
with leather cutting edge protection
forged, big hammer head
reversible nose
extra large striking surface for driving in
of aluminum and plastic wedges
DIN 5129 / B

5191980000

5191030000

Wood splitting hammer
Hickory handle 90 cm
with leather cutting edge protection
forged, big hammer head
reversible nose
extra large striking surface for driving in
of aluminum and plastic wedges
DIN 5129 / B

0225001500

Forest ax professional
ash handle 70 cm
with rubber cutting edge protection
high quality forged, fi nely polished, polished ax head
with ash cow footstalk
DIN 7287 / B

0223021250

Forest ax professional
ash handle 70 cm
with rubber cutting edge protection
high quality forged, fi nely polished, polished ax head
with ash cow footstalk
DIN 7287 / B

Wood splitting ax ‘Kraftspalter’
2 kg - ash handle 70 cm
with rubber cutting edge protection
professional, heavy force splitting ax
wedge ribs ensure the greatest possible splitting power
also suitable for strong wood
DIN 5129 / B

“Big Mutt” Scraper
universally applicable
for scraping, splitting, digging, cutting
forged, hardened & ground blade
length: 1.570 mm, blade width: 180 mm

0114010000

0223021000

0222022000

1.000 g 1.250 g

3 kg

3 kg

1.500 g

2 kg

MONTHLY OFFER - OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2019
Wood splitting hammer ‘Ultratec’
3 kg - fi berglass handle 90 cm
with leather cutting edge protection

5191980000

3 kg

Sensational autumn prices!

Sensational autumn prices!



PEDDINGHAUS HANDWERKZEUGE
VERTRIEBS GMBH

IN DER GRASLAKE 35
 D - 58332 SCHWELM

TEL. : +49 (0)2336 -  44 162 0
FAX : +49 (0)2336 -  44 162 10

PHV@PEDDINGHAUS.DE
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Available as long as supplies last
Promotion prices valid until 30.11.19

5193013000

Wood splitting wedge ‘Steel’
3.000 g

forged from steel
with guide grooves

5192010000

Wood splitting wedge ‘Alu’
800 g

made of aluminium
with guide grooves

scalyed on the back

Wood splitting wedge ‘Gold’
1.750 g

forged from steel
conical shape

5194010000

Forestry set - 3 pieces
1x splitting hammer 3 kg

1x power splitting ax 2 kg
1x wood splitting wedge gold

5191010003

MONTHLY OFFER - OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2019

Folding saw - G-SAW 240
24 cm blade, blades can be replaced

triple sharpened and hardened Japanese toothing
easy-to-open closure

handle made of elastomer, very handy and comfortable

832930

Forestry set - 3 pieces
1x splitting hammer 3 kg

1x power splitting ax 2 kg
1x wood splitting wedge gold

Sensational autumn prices!

Sensational autumn prices!


